1.
A meromorphic function of bounded characteristic in a disk is the quotient of two bounded analytic functions. This classical theorem can be extended to open Riemann surfaces W as follows. Consider the class MB of meromorphic functions w of bounded characteristic on W, defined in terms of capacity functions on subregions. Let L be the class of harmonic functions on W, regular except for logarithmic singularities with integral coefficients. Then w e MB if and only if log \w\ is the difference of two positive functions in L. We shall construct these functions directly on W, without making use of uniformization.
The proof offers no essential difficulties. If log \w\ is regular at the singularity of the capacity functions, then the classical reasoning carries over almost verbatim. In the general case we introduce the extended class M e of locally meromorphic functions e u+iu *, ueL, with single-valued moduli. This class seems to offer some interest in its own right.
The class O MeB of Riemann surfaces not admitting noneonstant
M e B-ΐunctions coincides with the class O σ of parabolic surfaces. Regarding the subclass MB c M e B and the strict inclusion relations O HB < O MB < O AB , we refer to the pioneering work on Lίndelofian maps by M. Heins [2, 3] and M. Parreau [4] , and the doctoral dissertation of K. V. R. Rao [5] . § 1. Definitions • 3. Let W be an arbitrary open Riemann surface. Given ζ e W let Ω, ζ G Ω, be a relatively compact subregion of W whose boundary β Ω consists of a finite number of analytic Jordan curves. The Green's function on Ω with pole at ζ is denoted by g Ω {z, ζ). For Ω o czΩ we have g Ωo g g Ω in Ω o and lim^^ g Ω (z, ζ) either = co or else = the Green's function g{z, ζ) of W. By definition, the class O G of parabolic Riemann surfaces consists of those W on which no g (z, ζ) exists. An equivalent definition of 0^ is that there are no noneonstant nonnegative superharmonic functions on W. and w(ft, oo) signifies the number of poles of w in Ω h : p Ω ^ h, counted with multiplicities, then the counting function is defined as
The characteristic function is, by definition,
T(Ω) = T(Ω, w) = m(Ω, w) + N(Ω y w) .
The function w has at ζ the Laurent expansion
c λ ^ 0, and the Jensen formula reads [7, 8] (4) T(Ω,w)= 6» We shall need a class M e more comprehensive than M. We introduce:
DEFINITIONS.
The class L consists of functions u on W, harmonic except for logarithmic singularities λ* log \z -z { \ at z i} i = 1, 2, , tϋiίλ integral coefficients \.
The subclass of nonnegative functions in L will be denoted by LP.
The class M e is defined to consist of (multiple-valued) functions of the form (5) w = e u+iu * , ueL .
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The conjugate function u* has periods around Zι and along some cycles in W. Every branch of w is locally meromorphic, the branches differing by multiplicative constants c with | c | = 1. The modulus I w I is single-valued throughout W.
The quantities m (Ω, w) , N(Ω, w) , T(Ω, w) , and the Jensen formula carry over to M e without modifications [7] , We further introduce:
The class MB (or M e B) consists of functions w in M (or M e ) with bounded characteristics, (6) T(Ω) = 0(1) .
Explicitly, one requires the existence of a bound C < co independent of Ω such that T(Ω) < C for all Ω cz W. That (6) is independent of ζ will be a consequence of a decomposition theorem which we proceed to establish. § 2 The decomposition theorem, The proof will be given in nos. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . As a corollary we observe that w e MB on W if and only if (7) holds.
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First we shall discuss in nos. 8-11 the case w(ζ) = 0 or oo. Suppose weM e B.
We begin by showing that
From WeO G it would follow that k a ->co as Ω -• TFand consequently T(Ω)-+co y a contradiction. We conclude that WίO Q .
If w(ζ) = 0, then in Jensen's formula 
The inequalities
and the lemma follows. Proof. We know that
where n 0 , n^ are the multiplicities of the zero or pole of w(z) at ζ. If (13) is true, then
and (14) follows. Conversely, (14) implies (17) log
This proves the lemma.
11 We conclude that Theorem 7 will be proved for w with w(ζ) = 0 or co if we establish it for w x . Since w^ζ) Φ 0, oo, the proof for w x will also apply to w with this property. Explicitly, we are to show that w λ e M e B if and only if log | w 1 \ =u 1 -v lf 
12. Let p £Z be the capacity function in Ω with pole at z. For a harmonic function h on Ω it is known [7] that (18) h(z) = -ί-ί h dp% . Σ_.
, w,) + y a {z, Wl ) .
Since all terms are continuous in a μf b v , the equation remains valid if there are zeros or poles of w on β Ω .
We observe that
Here we shall only make use of the consequence 
and inequality (27)' follows in the same fashion.
14 From (26) and (27) we infer that T(Ω, w λ ) increases with Ω. We can set
Ω-*W and use alternatively the notations T(Ω) = 0(1) and T(W) < 00.
15 The convergence of u Ω can now be established: We have shown that (32) implies T( W, w x ) < α>. The proof of Theorem 7 is complete.
19 As an immediate consequence we see that the property T(Ω, w) ~ 0(1) and thus the class M e B is independent of ζ. § 3 Extremal decompositions, 20. Consider an arbitrary we M e . In contrast with no. 12 we now make no restrictive assumptions on w(ζ) and form It is seen as in no. 13 that u Ω increases with Ω and that and similarly for Σ g(z, α μ ). First, Necessity of (52) for w e M e B has thus been established. Sufficiency is a corollary of the main Theorem 7. § 4. Consequences. (52) Here p Ω signifies, as before, the capaity function on Ω with pole at ζ. For the proof we have (66) ( (log I w II dpi = ί log I w | dpi + ί log -dpi
If only the #-terms in
and this quantity tends to
The limit (65) thus exists. 27. For a sufficient condition the first terms of both x-and yparts in (52) must be taken into account:
THEOREM. // for some ζ e W (69) j log I w I dpS = 0 (1) and Indeed, the characteristic (69), (70) hold. Properties (71), (72) ( log I w I dp* = 0(1) , A harmonic function h on W has a decomposition 
lim \ \h\ dpi < oo .
Ω-+W JβQ
Proof. The multiple-valued function w = e h+ih * is in M e , and w Φ 0, oo on TF". If (74) is given, then log | w \ = u λ -u 2 and ^ e ikf e β. This implies Γ Γ lim \ I log I w 11 dpj = lim \ \h\ dp% < oo Γ 4 and consequently \ fe^ί = 0(1). Conversely, suppose the latter condition holds, ί log I w I dpi = 0(1) .
Jβ.Q
Then w e M e B and h = log |^| = x(z, w) -x(z, w^1) , the ?/-terms vanishing because of the absence of zeros and poles of w.
It is known that functions u harmonic in the interior W of a compact bordered Riemann surface and with property (76) have a Poisson-Stieltjes representation (e.g., Rodin [6] ). For further interesting results see Rao [5] .
30. It is clear that theorems on log | w \ can also be expressed directly in terms of \w\. Theorem 7, e.g.,  where n(h, a) is the number of α-points of w in the set Ω h : p Ω ^ h f c β . We obtain from the first fundamental theorem [7] that (87) T(Ω) + 0(1) ^ iV(β, α) ^ rc(-oo, α)fc Λ ,
and (86) More accurately, the counting function N(Ω, a) of w e M on O MB is unbounded on any set E of positive capacity. To see this we distribute mass dμ(a) > 0 at a e E y with I dμ = 1, and integrate Jensen's formula (88) log I MO -α| = -( log\w-a\dpξ + N(Ω, oo) -iV(β, α) (w(ζ) =£ oo) over E with respect to dμ(a). We obtain Frostman's formula on W: This proves our assertion.
36, A comprehensive study of the role played by 0 MB m the classification theory of Riemann surfaces is contained in the doctoral dissertation of K. V. R. Rao [5] .
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